February 28, 2018
Hello, MVDC Members.
How are you?
I hope that this email finds you well and taken care of well.
Our MVDC consists of 29 awesome and spiffy clubs. Each club has many members that work together to
make sure that their daily affairs and dances run smoothly and with ease.
We have members from those 29 local spiffy clubs that also volunteer their time on the Miami Valley
Dance Council. We so much appreciate all the volunteers who help at their club level and those that help
on the Council level too. That is what makes our Council unique. Everyone pitches in and helps where
ever and whenever the need might arise.
We currently have a need on the Miami Valley Dance Council for two positions.
(1) MVDC Website Coordinator – http://www.miamivalleydancecouncil.org/
Steve and Sherry Hayden have been a part of square dancing for a really long time. They have
donated their time and energy tirelessly to the MVDC. Steve has been the webmaster for the
MVDC for a super long time. He and Sharry are going to be moving to Arizona as soon as possible
to be closer to their daughter and her family.
The website needs to be moved to a new platform that will be more easily accessible from
anywhere and changes can be made quickly. We are open to a site that already has website
templates that one can build a website through to finding out what a computer wiz can whip
together. This position needs to be filled as soon as possible so that we can get our site updated
and together.
Please know that we so much appreciate the work and care that Steve has put into the MVDC
website. His efforts have been undauntingly time consuming and will be greatly missed.
(2) Michael Solomon Support Committee Secretary – To give a tidbit of background, the Michael
Solomon Pavilion has a support committee that works with the MVDC. They manage, schedule,
maintain and improve the MSP.
They are in desperate need for the MSSC Secretarial position to be filled asap.
The Michael Solomon Support Committee meets only six times per year and no less than two
weeks prior to the Executive MVDC Meeting. The Secretary attends the MSP meetings to take
notes for the minutes, types them up and submits them to the Council President no more than
two weeks after their meeting takes place. They are also responsible to type an MSSC article for
the MVDC Newsletter.
Pam Byrd has been graciously filling in for quite some time. Thank you, Ms. Pam. Your work has
been greatly appreciated too.

Please reply to this email or call or text 97-728-1276 if anyone is interested in either position.
Thank you all so much. Your love of dancing is imminent and shows when we gather as the MVDC and
the volunteers and gifts flow unbounding.
Thank you.
Colleen Germann
MVDC President

